11. Turn the portable printer on.
12. PRESS the green “Print” button on the voting machine screen
13. Two reports will automatically print. If not, you will be asked if you want to print another report. (Only Press the green “PRINT” button one time and WAIT!)
14. After the reports are printed, press DONE.
15. Disconnect the metal ‘D’ shaped connector from the machine and reconnect the gray VVPAT printer connection. **Make sure both the gray RTAL printer and the black power cable on the machine are tight and secure.**
16. At a blue screen (with a blue box with text), you will be prompted to disconnect the portable printer.
17. Press the screen to continue
IT IS CRITICAL THAT THE BLACK POWER CABLE IS PUSHED IN FIRMLY
AFTER RECONNECTING THE GRAY RTAL PRINTER CABLE. IF IT IS NOT
CONNECTED DURING THE DAY, THE BATTERY WILL DRAIN, AND NOT
ENOUGH POWER WILL EXIST TO ALLOW VOTERS TO VOTE, OR TO
CLOSE THE POLLS AND RUN THE RESULTS TAPES

☐ 18. Remove the Master PEB when prompted. Place the Master PEB in the

☐ 19. Each Precinct Election Official must sign both copies of the zero tapes.

   1) Post one at the entrance to the polling location.
   2) Place one in the Zero/Results tapes pouch of the VOTR Book.

NOTE: Leaving the printer plugged in all day is desirable. Also, while it is
plugged in, make sure the green power light is OFF. To put the
printer in “charge” mode, press the small black power button, and
hold it in for about 5 seconds.
ZERO TAPE SAMPLE

Terminal S/N: V5148891
PEB S/N PS160043_ (FMW 1.07)
Software Version 9.1.2.0
Created 08/04/05 11:20
Copyright ES&S, Inc. 1993-2005
All Rights Reserved
Diagnostic check completed: OK
IVotronic

2006 SPECIAL BOND REFERENDUM
COLUMBUS 173 PB
POLING LOCATION ZERO TAPE

Public Count Statistics
  Total Ballots Cast: 0
  Total Coded Ballots: 0
  Total Ballots Counted: 0

Number of Terminals Opened: 1

Individual Voter Terminal Data
S/N V5148891
  Public Count: 0
  Protective Count: 19
  OPENED 15:38:18 02/01/2006
  NOT CLOSED

****************************
PRECINCT: COLUMBUS 173 PB
Public Count: 0
Ballot Style Counts
  Ballot Style #1: 0

#7 PROPOSED TAX LEVY
(Vote for 1)
Total: 0
FOR THE TAX LEVY: 0
AGAINST THE TAX LEVY: 0
UnderVotes For Above contest: 0

Time/Date: 15:38:14 02/01/2006
Signature: ____________________________
Signature: ____________________________
Signature: ____________________________
Signature: ____________________________
PLEASE MAKE SURE THE TIME AND DATE ON EACH MACHINE SCREEN AND ZERO TAPE ARE CORRECT.

IF NOT, CALL THE PRECINCT ELECTION HOTLINE AT 462-4100 TO HAVE A TECHNICIAN DISPATCHED

If you are having trouble printing your zero tapes, DO NOT WAIT to open the polls!

AS LONG AS ONE VOTING MACHINE IS OPEN, YOU CAN BEGIN VOTING VOTERS AT 6:30 AM!